participants felt grocery stores (25%), big box stores (23%), club stores (22%), farmers
markets (18%), and online outlets (15%) had satisfaction guarantees for cut flowers.
Focus group participants felt that florists and specialty shops have unique, unwritten
satisfaction guarantees because consumers go to those shops assuming they have higher
quality, whereas grocery, big box, convenience, and club stores were perceived to have
lower quality and therefore no satisfaction guarantees. Many focus group participants
felt farmers markets were unique outlets in that their products were relatively inexpensive
and their products and vendors varied by the week. As a result, participants felt
satisfaction guarantees were unnecessary in that setting.
Many focus group participants felt satisfaction is based on one’s expectations and if they
selected the flowers themselves then they do not have any justification in being
unsatisfied since they selected the products. However, in a gift situation it would be
different because givers have higher expectations for gifts since the gift reflects upon
them and the giver may not have a direct role in the selection process nor see the gift
prior to its delivery. Having little role in the selection and giving process made
satisfaction difficult to define. When asked to define what is included in a satisfaction
guarantee, focus group participants were unable to give a clear definition. However, they
had some notions that it should include proper delivery and that the flowers should look
like the what was shown in the photo (if ordered online); otherwise they felt it varied
depending upon the person and outlet since stores do not advertise if they have
satisfaction guarantees or what is included.
There is no doubt that satisfaction guarantees are important. Longevity guarantees are
different from satisfaction guarantees and are very specific. For example, when a
consumer purchases an arrangement from a florist with a satisfaction guarantee, if the
arrangement wilts the next day the consumer might go back to the store and redeem the
guarantee; but, if the arrangement wilts in 4 days, s/he might not be sure if s/he can go
back and redeem the guarantee even though s/he is disappointed. With a longevity
guarantee, the florist provides specific instructions saying that the arrangement is
guaranteed to last for 5 days and if it wilts in 4 days, the consumer is very confident that
s/he can go back to the store and redeem the guarantee. In this aspect, the longevity
guarantee fills the knowledge gap and provides a higher level of satisfaction to
consumers.
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diagnose problems (and fix them), and that they are there to help customers and develop
longer-term relationships with customers. As a result, these stores are better able to meet
and exceed consumers’ expectations.
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